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FH-0  |   FireHound Zero 
 

 
Wildfire Prevention Autonomous Solar Drone 
 

The problem of forest fires is a top priority concern worldwide. Providing the authorities responsible for prevention with 
devices capable of detecting early flames can ensure a quick first intervention and can offer substantial help while fighting the 
phenomenon. FH-0 is an "eye from the sky" that identifies fires promptly and accurately even in the case of small flames.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FLIR® 
Thermal Sensor 
________________ 
 

10Kilometer 
Radio range 
________________ 
 

> 8 Hours 
Autonomy 
________________ 
 

1200 acres 
Hourly coverage 
________________ 
 

Patent Pending 
Proprietary technology 

FH-0 is a solar-powered drone capable of 
independently patrolling an area for over 
eight hours and recognizing any fire while 
reporting the coordinates to the operator. 
 
Lightweight, small and equipped with 
electric propulsion, it’s easy to use and can 
launched with a simple hand throw. 
 
Thanks to a FLIR thermal sensor and 
proprietary on-board technology, the 
vehicle is able to discriminate a small heat 
source from 120 meters of height, the 
maximum height achievable by ENAC 
regulation. 
 
FireHound is made to be operated during 
sunny days. The electronics on board are 
able to autonomously manage the flight 
and surveillance of the chosen area and the 
landing at the end of the day.  
 

The drone is controlled by a 2.4GHz remote 
with redundancy on a ground station with 
4G/5G connection that is receiving the 
notifications of any detected fire with relative 
GPS coordinates.  
 
The photovoltaic panels not only increase the 
autonomy by charging the accumulators during 
the flight, but allows the vehicles parked 
outdoors to always be charged and ready for 
use without additional energy inputs.  
 
Many fire-prone areas are often national parks 
subject to the protection of flora and fauna, and 
the electric, solar-powered FireHound will 
silently perform the task. 
 
The possibility of detecting early flames and 
the strong deterrent power that a drone in 
constant surveillance exerts on any arsonists 
are undeniable advantages for the 
environment in which the UAS is deployed.  
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Usage scenarios   
 
HOT SPOT PATROLLING 
 

Although the causes of the exponential growth of 
forest fires are often attributable to climate change 
and therefore structural/social interventions are 
necessary, it is nevertheless undoubtful that 
monitoring the areas most at risk during all daylight 
hours can offer substantial help in fighting and 
contrasting the phenomenon. FireHound is 
conveniently programmable from the supplied 
radio or laptop to independently patrol areas up to 
1200 acres for every hour of flight.  The patrolling method can be defined with individual points along a path or in automatic 
grids on the chosen area. Repetitions of missions in the same area or programming of separate areas in sequence are  
technically possible. 
 
 
 
ARSON SURVEILLANCE AND DETERRENCE 
 

Unlike the classic multicopters currently on the 
market that require re-entry every 20 minutes to 
change the batteries, FireHound can remain in 
flight throughout the day thus ensuring an 
assiduous and uninterrupted surveillance service. 
Another substantial difference is that while the 
sound of the multicopters can be easily identified 
even at a great distance and any arsonists could 
comfortably hide before the passage, FireHound 
operates in almost absolute silence making it  much more difficult to identify therefore increasing the deterrent effect.  

 
 
FLAMES AND RE-TRIGGERS SEARCH IN BURNT AREAS 
 

In the unfortunate event that a wildfire is already 
started or in the event that the main front has 
already been tamed, it is always necessary to scout 
the affected area in search of small secondary 
fronts or any remnants of embers that can lead to 
re-ignitions and consequent further damage.  It is 
particularly useful to use FH-0 to undertake these 
operations, from above, without further damaging 
the affected area, without deploying the classic 
aviation units that certainly have a much higher cost of management and higher operational risks and, above all, without 
endangering the personnel involved. 
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Portable Ground Station 2.4GHz 
 
The main controller of FH-0 is a portable ground-station with Android 
operating system. Inside the shock, water and dust-resistant IP67 case is a 
high-brightness 7" full-HD display and a full set of HDMI, RJ45 and USB ports 
for connection to other devices. The customized software on board allows 
the operator to perform all the programming phases of the mission, flight and 
receive notifications in total autonomy.  
 
 
Laptop with LTE connection 
 
For the most advanced planning and for control redundancy, a last-gen 
ultraportable laptop with Windows operating system and integrated LTE 
connectivity  is provided for direct access to vehicle commands both from 
the operational headquarters and in the field during the mission.  The laptop 
also comes with HDMI and USB/USB-C ports to connect to additional devices 
and simplify operations management. All the necessary software is pre-
installed and already configured to interface with the FireHound supplied 
with. 
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Specifications 
 

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT 
200x87x27 cm – 1,5 Kg 
 

PAYLOAD 
FLIR Sensor 
 

RADIO RANGE 
10 Km 
 

ENDURANCE 
> 8 hours* (sunrise – sunset) 
 

CRUISING SPEED 
40 km/h* 
 

OPERATING ALTITUDE 
120 m 
 

HOURLY COVERAGE 
~ 1200 acres* 
 

LAUNCH METHOD 
Hand-launch with autonomous controls 
 

LANDING METHOD 
Autonomous or manual landing 

* tested in optimal conditions 
** the color of the material can change according to production needs 
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